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Abstract
The human organism is a complex biological system with emergent properties that arise from the unified functional interactions among its diverse
components. When studying the brain and body in light of modern biological
systems approaches, one must analyze them in a holistic manner, putting
aside reductionist models in order to understand how certain properties manifest from complex system interactions. The respiratory system is capable of
continuously adapting to changes in the internal and external environment,
making it one of the most integrated of physiological processes. We propose
an additional respiratory process: respiration-derived electrical currents during inspiration that spread throughout the entire body maintaining homeostasis through entraining oscillatory activity, modulating cognitive processes,
and modulating the autonomic nervous system. If these currents are indeed
created in part from redox reactions occurring on a massive scale, then we
assert they are a major aspect of an embodied cognitive framework. We propose that this potentially major source of organism integrity has been overlooked, and its application to medicine could drastically change how we understand human physiology, the autonomic nervous system, and the therapeutic treatment of various clinical disorders.
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1. Introduction
The heart-lung machine was first used on humans in 1953, modernizing coronary surgery by giving doctors significantly more time to operate on the heart
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038 Nov. 28, 2018
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[1]. This machine bypasses the lungs and heart, oxygenating the blood and
pumping it. This technique brings into question whether the lungs or heart is
truly needed to survive. However, it has become clear that this technique is not
such an impeccable replacement to the cardiopulmonary system as it has resulted in what is known among surgeons as “pumphead” [2]. This syndrome,
post perfusion syndrome, is characterized by short and long-term cognitive decline and includes defects in attention, concentration, memory, motor function,
and response time [3]. We make a case for the existence of an additional source
of required homeostatic energy that may explain this syndrome and a plethora
of physiological phenomena. The source of energy we explore is electrical in nature. We propose that an immediate release of electrons via redox reactions occurs during inspiration, as well as hyperpolarizing cells throughout the body and
brain, followed by depolarization during expiration. In the case of the “pumphead”, we assert the time spent without cardiopulmonary activity which resulted
in the patient’s deprival of a vital electrical, global entrainment that is provided
during respiration. These electrical currents are vital in that they underlie an oscillatory cognitive architecture than can be deconstructed when the energy is
absent.
The vital electrical currents we describe are unknown to modern science with
unknown properties which could be studied from a variety of angles. Research
into the formal discovery of this energy and why it may be necessary for cellular
and cognitive vitality will likely reveal the origin of the cognitive deficits underlying post perfusion syndrome. We propose that starving cells of this vital homeostatic energy could lead to dysfunction among cellular assemblies and the
resulting poor cognitive outcomes of cardiopulmonary bypass [4]. Additionally,
a better understanding of these currents will likely reveal the nature of the variety of respiration-induced neural oscillations that are present throughout the
brain and body. In this article, we not only explore the effect respiration that has
on neuro-physiological processes, but also biochemical mechanisms that may
provide this electrical energy.
Models of embodied cognitive science, which include psychological and biological systems, consider the brain, mind, and body as a single entity. Although
this scientific field is not unified in its established definitions [5], its main thesis
is that the body not only affects the mind, but the mind affects the body via dynamic interactions [6]; for example, holding a warm cup of coffee versus a cold
one leads participants to judge someone as more trustworthy after a brief interaction [7]. Respiration has not received much attention in the embodied cognition literature, and we aim to elucidate its psychological and physiological role in
various aspects of the mechanisms of mind. Failing to include such bodily aspects will lead to incomplete cognitive models.

2. Prevailing Knowledge of Respiration Physiology
The current state of scientific understanding in systems physiology is incomplete
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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with undiscovered functions of organs being revealed even recently. For instance, the lungs have recently been revealed to play a significant and unexpected role in the production of blood [8]. Current scientific understanding in
the field of cardiopulmonology describes how breathing brings oxygen to alveoli
in the lungs which through diffusion exchange oxygen for carbon dioxide in the
blood [9]. These gases are transported to and from cells throughout the body via
the circulatory system [10]. Respiratory and cardiovascular systems are tightly
coupled in the brainstem where respiratory rhythms have been proposed to be
generated [11]. The exact mechanisms of these regular rhythms remain under
debate [12]. These continuous central breathing patterns are generated involuntarily and they adapt rapidly to changing physiological, psychological, and environmental conditions [13]. Breathing may be the most integrated physiological
process with various metabolic and behavioral processes modulating its function
including sleep, arousal, fear, exercise, and hypercapnia. There is also a close interaction between breathing and higher brain functioning reflected in how it can
modulate the mind resulting in fear, arousal, and cognitive changes [14]. Although many neuro-cellular components of breathing have been well researched, how these components integrate with the much larger respiratory
network remains poorly understood. Through an introduction to components of
the respiratory network, we will be able to describe effectively the role this energy plays in its global function.

2.1. The Pre-Bötzinger Complex
The Pre-Bötzinger complex is a neuronal group in the brainstem that is proposed to be the main factor in generating respiratory rhythms [15]. Anatomical
alterations of this complex have been shown to associate with distinct breathing
abnormalities [16]. It is considered the central pattern generator, driving motor
activities during inspiration [13]. Rythmogenesis by this complex is modulated
by membrane properties and synaptic interactions and can therefore be regulated by neurotransmitters and electrical activity [14]. Although many studies
confirm the importance of this complex in various aspects of breathing [17] [18]
[19] [20], it is part of a larger network that is distributed through the nervous
system [14].

2.2. Cardiovascular Coupling and Modulation
The extensive integration of the respiratory network includes the cardiovascular
system. There are often various types of coupling between heart activity and respiration, however, the clinical applications of these phenomena are poorly understood [21]. One of these integrative phenomena is a change in heart rate according to the current phase of the respiratory cycle known as respiratory sinus
arrhythmia (RSA) [22], with heart rate quickening during inspiration and slowing during expiration [23]. Furthermore, cardiorespiratory phase synchronization and cardiorespiratory coordination can be observed during various mental
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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and physiological states [21]. Phase synchronization is a coupling in phase while
coordination is a coupling in time [21]. While these various couplings often occur simultaneously, they are fundamentally different. Synchronization is found
during times of relaxation, while coordination is found in the opposite state of
stress [21]. Heart rate variability of RSA is maximized at around six breaths per
minute, indicating cardiorespiratory resonance [24].
The physiological significance of RSA is still mysterious; however, such significance is demonstrated to likely exist. The efficiency of pulmonary gas exchange
has been shown to be improved through RSA, likely by replacing pulmonary capillary blood with each heartbeat [23]. Heart rate is determined by the firing
frequency of a group of electrically active pacemaker cells in the right atrium
known as the sinoatrial node [25]. The frequency of this node is determined by
the balance of sympathetic and parasympathetic activity relayed to it with this
activity being modulated in part by respiration in addition to the brainstem
which contains projections from the cortex and limbic system [23]. During inspiration, cardiac parasympathetic neurons are hyperpolarized, and activity of
the cardiac vagal nerve is nearly abolished leading to the inspiratory tachycardia
of RSA [23]. During expiration, this activity is maximized leading to bradycardia
[23]. Heart rate variability can be used as an index of a cardiovascular health
[22], and atypical RSA patterns have been identified with higher levels of depression and other illness [26].
In addition to effects on cardiac rhythms, respiration has also been shown to
modulate blood pressure and vascular resistance. Blood pressure has been shown
to correlate with respiratory rhythms [27]. It increases with inspiration and falls
during the expiratory process [28]. Cerebral oxyhemoglobin concentration fluctuations overlap and correlate with frequencies of the respiratory rhythm in response to breathing patterns [29] [30].

2.3. Hering Breuer Reflex and Pulmonary Stretch Receptors
Slowly Adapting Stretch receptors of the lungs, discovered in 1868 by Hering
and Breuer, are mechanoreceptors that respond to lung inflation [31]. These receptors have been evidenced to be involved in modulating breathing pattern
[32], vascular resistance, heart rate [31], and autonomic tone [33]. Although
these mechanisms are not fully understood [31], they are demonstrated to prevent excessive lung inflation, facilitating expiration via hyperpolarizing inputs to
the brain stem in a process known as the Hering Breuer reflex [32]. The inhibitory action potentials travel along the vagus nerve to “pump” cells in the medullary region of the brainstem [34] which then inhibit inspiratory neurons involved in respiratory pattern and rhythm generation including the ventral respiratory column and the Pre-Bötzinger complex [32].

2.4. Autonomic Activity
The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is the major neural network involved in
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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respiration, playing a major role in fits interaction with circulation that was first
described over eighty years ago via oscillatory discharge of the sympathetic network synchronizing with respiratory rhythm [23]. However, mechanisms of
ANS modulation by respiration remain incomplete. Strong correlations have
been made between respiratory patterns and autonomic activity. Faster, more
irregular respiration rates are associated with sympathetic tone [35], while slow,
deep breathing has been associated with parasympathetic [36] [37] [38]. Although modulation of the ANS has regarded as purely involuntary, through voluntary modulation of respiration, it has been demonstrated that the ANS can be
voluntarily influenced [35]. Long-term parasympathetic dominance can also be
achieved through slow deep breathing practice over extended periods [39], and
parasympathetic activity levels are correlated with depression and the success of
techniques that attenuate sadness and dysphoria [26]. In addition, slow deep
breathing may allow for optimal sympathovagal balance and improved autonomic reactivity to stress due to augmented baroreflex sensitivity [38]. The baroreflex is a homeostatic mechanism in which baroreceptor neurons in various
vascular tissues relay blood pressure information from stretching of vessels to
the brainstem [40].
We have discussed in the previous section the role the efferent, cardiac vagal
nerve plays in RSA, however there is a deeper relationship between the ANS and
respiration. The reflex mechanisms and stretch receptor activities we described
converge at the central respiratory centers of the brainstem which also control
tones of the ANS [38]. Suppression of sympathetic input by increasing tidal volume during inspiration suggests that slowly adapting stretch receptor activity is
a major link between respiration and the ANS.

3. Effects of Respiration on Behavior and Cognition
Although capturing oxygen and expelling carbon dioxide is the most important
physiological function of breathing, it has many mysterious effects throughout
the body and mind that cannot be explained through gas exchange. These interesting effects on various aspects of conscious and unconscious phenomena will
be explored here in order to support our hypothesis on a novel respiratory mechanism that transmits electrical currents throughout the body. In particular,
many of these instantaneous modulations seem to be differentiated by inspiration and expiration in line with our hypothesis that the body harvests electrons
during the massive inflow of oxygen during inspiration, and that these electrons
disperse throughout the body causing various effects on the mind and body.
Cognitive science has largely supposed that cognition is a function of brain
activity alone; however, a radical new theory of cognition includes various aspects of the body as components of an organism’s cognitive architecture. The
cognitive science of embodied cognition, which we touched upon in the introduction, considers the brain and body as a unified entity in producing the mind,
with the dynamic interactions occurring between these previously presumed,
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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distinct systems [6]. Many studies have demonstrated how respiration affects
behavior and cognitive activities with some theories on the mechanisms of these
effects being proposed. Through our hypothesis, we aim to further embodied
cognition science by explaining a physiological mechanism for the instantaneous
effects respiration has cognition, thus providing biological foundations for psychological observations related to breathing.

3.1. Emotions
Emotions have been thoroughly linked to breathing [41], ANS activity [42], cardiorespiratory coupling, and other physiological changes throughout the body
[43]. Respiratory activity is not only determined by interactions among the
brainstem and cortical structures, but also the limbic system (specifically the
amygdala) [43], which is a functional correlate of emotion [44]. Respiratory patterns can be changed dramatically by emotions [43]. For instance, anxiety can
significantly increase expiratory time [45]. When anxiety increases the respiration rate, activity synchronized with respiration can be observed in the limbic
system [46]. Voluntarily modulating breathing pattern to those patterns associated with certain emotions may trigger neurological and physiological mechanisms triggered by the corresponding emotions [43]. As an integral part of
yogic and breathing exercise, conscious modulation of breathing pattern or focused attention on spontaneous breathing can allow one to change their emotional state [47] [48]. Certain members of the military use such conscious
breathing techniques to regain composure during stressful combat situations
[49].
Several limbic and paralimbic areas are involved in breathing changes associated with emotional processing [50], and amygdala activity is synchronized
with each breath [51]. Detection of emotion via facial expressions occurs more
quickly during inspiration compared to expiration, suggesting that synchrony in
the amygdala is dependent upon respiratory phase [52]. Irregular patterns of
respiration are associated with more stressed states of mind, demonstrated by
studies revealing these patterns in patients with panic disorder [53]. Although
much research has been conducted on correlations and mechanisms behind the
respiration-emotion connection, there has been little discussion on the functional purposes behind why such a connection exists. A major hypothesis was proposed that the connection fulfills response requirements of the emotional situation [41].

3.2. Perceptions
Influence by respiration on sensory perception has in part been substantiated
through studies on visual and auditory signal detection, revealing that the threshold for signal detection of hard to perceive stimuli is higher during inspiration
compared to expiration [54]. During controlled breathing, reaction times are
significantly longer during expiration compared to inspiration [55]. Natural, involuntary breathing showed similar extension of reaction time during expiration
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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when the detection tasks are more complex [52]. Pain is experienced as less severe during expiration compared to inspiration [56], and focused, slow breathing in general has been shown to reduce pain [57].

3.3. Motor Function
A basic function of motor control, the force generated upon muscle contraction,
has been significantly correlated with the respiratory cycle. Handgrip force is
notably stronger during forced expiration than during forced inspiration [58].
Eye movements have been demonstrated to be phase locked to respiration [59].
Motion tracking precision and response latency with finger movements has also
been shown to be differentiated during inspiration and expiration [60]. These
effects may occur via respiratory modulation of neural communications between
the motor cortex and motor neurons in the spinal cord [61].

3.4. Cognition
As part of an embodied cognitive architecture, respiration should show direct
influence on cognitive processes. This has been shown in studies with variations
during inspiration and expiration. Memory retrieval has been shown to be more
accurate when the memories are accessed during inspiration compared to expiration [52]. Neuronal oscillations in the gamma range are correlated with a wide
variety of cognitive activities such as attention [62], problem solving [63], and
decision making [64]. Findings that respiration can modulate gamma oscillations in the neocortex suggest that respiration can modulate cognition [65].

3.5. Entrainment of Brain Rhythms
Although conscious control and awareness of breathing has been used therapeutically since prehistoric times [66], the mechanisms underlying its efficacy
remains poorly understood. Although neuronal oscillations have been known to
lock to breathing cycles in the olfactory bulb since the 1940’s [67], recent findings have begun to suggest that breathing can act as a global organizer of neuronal oscillations throughout the human brain [52] [68]. By modulating intrinsic
gamma network oscillations, respiration may organize cortical excitability [69].
These entrainments have been observed in multiple brain regions, however, they
are most prominent in the frontal lobe [70] (Figure 1). Gamma-respiration
coupling is dominant during awake states while it is diminished during REM
sleep when theta coupling increases [71]. The lack of recognition of these oscillatory influences may have negatively altered results of previous studies on oscillatory coupling and cross-regional synchrony in the brain as the authors did
not recognize certain rhythms appearing due to respiration [70].
The respiration entrainment of neural networks has been proposed to contribute to information processing [72], information transfer [71], and linking distributed cell assemblies [70]. The possibility of these entrainments being due to
mechanical artifacts has been voided by the demonstration that the entrainments
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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Figure 1. Entrainment of neural oscillations by respiration. This chart contains local field potential data
from the somatosensory cortex of the awake mouse and demonstrates neural entrainment by respiration.
Similar data has been obtained in human subjects [65] (Copyright permissions obtained from Copyright
Clearance Center ©).

are specific to grey matter versus white matter or cerebrospinal fluid [68].
Therefore, these neuronal entrainments must have a physiologic function and
we propose they are part of an embodied cognitive architecture influencing conscious processes. Oscillatory activity in the brain is hierarchically organized such
that higher frequency oscillations are modulated by lower frequencies [73]. Low
frequency oscillations such as respiratory rhythms tend to be coherent over large
distances and well suited for interregional communication [74]. Therefore, respiration rhythms may provide a foundation for the distributed, more locally
functioning higher neural frequencies to organize upon [68]. These insights may
provide mechanisms involved in therapeutic breathing exercises.

4. Membrane Potential Homeostasis as a Fundamental
Structure of Cognition
Many metastable consciousness models such as the Default Space Theory and
the Operational Architectonics theory assert that consciousness arises from a
global bioelectric structure arising from micro to macro level, synchronous,
neural oscillations [75]. The macro oscillations arise from synchronized firing of
action potentials with subthreshold membrane potential oscillations occurring at
the micro level [76]. Without sufficient membrane hyperpolarization above the
action potential threshold, excessive and chaotic action potential firing would
occur leading to excitotoxicity [77] and therefore disruption of cognitive
processes including consciousness [78] [79]. The harmful effects of excessive
depolarization can be observed in stroke and cerebral ischemia which include
neuronal dysfunction and death [80]. Conditions of excessive neural excitation
include epilepsy [81], autism [82], and Parkinson’s disease [83].
Excessive hyperpolarization can also result in homeostatic catastrophe.
Over-hyperpolarization of respiratory neurons by certain drugs can prevent respiration and lead to death [84]. In the healthy person, excitation-to-inhibition
ratio remains constant resulting in about an equal number of excitatory and inDOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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hibitory neurons [85]. Over inhibition of neurons has also been associated with
schizophrenia [82]. These observations in part form our assertion that the
maintenance of membrane potential is the most basic requirement of higher
cognitive processes. In order to maintain the ion gradients producing the membrane potential, ATPase pumps force Na+ and K+ across their electrochemical
gradients. This continuous process requires a steady supply of energy in the
form of ATP (adenosine triphosphate). Leaky ion channels prevent these pumps
from over-hyperpolarizing the membranes [86]. Neurons also have been shown
to increase excitatory or inhibitory synapses as a homeostatic response to over
inhibition or excitation, respectively [85]. In addition to ATP powered membrane polarization and homeostatic mechanisms, we propose an additional mechanism for maintaining healthy membrane potential of all cells.

5. Hypothesis
We have reviewed the prevailing knowledge of respiratory physiology in relation
to neural and bodily physiologic systems in order to provide the basis for a novel
hypothesis. The hypothesis we are proposing will elucidate a secondary function
of respiration, however, this mechanism is of major importance to the majority
of the members of the Animalia kingdom by coordinating vital homeostatic
rhythms and providing a source of energy for cellular functions. We propose
that via the dynamic mechanical activity of stretch receptors in the lungs and
redox reactions that occur primarily at the site of gas exchange, electrical currents are produced that are used throughout the entire body. The vast numbers
of electrons of these currents are derived from the oxygen we exchange per
breath which numbers at 6 × 1023 molecules of O2. Because these specific redox
reactions and activity we describe occur heavily at the site of gas exchange in the
alveoli, their instantaneous effect on the body and mind is contrasted with the
many seconds in takes for blood to travel around the body, thus providing an
explanation for the instantaneous effects breathing can have on the body and
brain. The cellular energy these currents provide contrast the intracellular energy production occurring in the mitochondria in that it is an extracellular source
delivered to the cells. We propose that these bioelectric currents provide not only a source of cellular energy, but also maintain homeostasis, modulate cognitive
processes, create a central pattern generator for respiration, and modulate the
autonomic nervous system through entrainment of oscillatory activity throughout the body.

5.1. Sources of Electrical Current
The main source of the electrical current we are proposing generated during
respiration arises via common redox reactions, which release electrons from the
oxygen molecules being brought into the lungs during inspiration. In addition,
we propose more speculative means of current generation to be researched including currents by the mechanical stretching of slowly-adapting stretch recepDOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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tors as well as when carbon dioxide is exchanged into the volume of air in the
lungs. During inspiration, these electrons produce hyperpolarization in cell
membranes throughout the body by traveling throughout bodily tissues leading
to the effects on the body, perception, and cognition we have discussed (Figure
2). During expiration, the cellular membranes are globally depolarized, likely
stimulating respiratory drive [87]. It is by this mechanism that respiration plays
a fundamental role in an embodied cognitive architecture. These sources of electrical current are described below.
We propound that the electrons released via these sources we shall describe
hyperpolarize cells throughout the body not through free electrons accumulating
within cells, but via the acceptance of these electrons by intracellular proteins
and acids. Membrane impermeable organic acids and proteins exist at a greater
concentration within the cell and balance the intracellular positive charge held
by the large amount potassium ions within when they possess a negative charge
[88]. According to our hypothesis, membrane-permeable electrons become situated within the cell by being accepted by these internal acids and proteins
which cannot diffuse out of the cell. These become anions which act to hyperpolarize the cell. As anions they are the main source of negative charge within the
cell of a resting membrane and a major component of the cytoplasm.
Recent evidence suggests that organisms may harness some features of quantum mechanical effects for physiological use [89]. We suggest in light of modern
research in quantum biology, the transport of electrons throughout the body

Figure 2. Inspiration effects on global membrane potential. This figure illustrates the electrical activity that occurs during
inspiration. During inspiration, electrical currents distributed by the sources we describe cause global hyperpolarization in
all the body’s cells, illustrated here by white illumination. Via these currents, instantaneous physiological changes take
place: respiratory sinus arrhythmia in the heart, the Herring Breuer Reflex in the brain stem, hyperpolarization and inhibition of sympathetic neurons, and entrainment of neural oscillations that may play a role in global organization of oscillatory activity [93] (Permission obtained by SCIRP Publishing).
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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may be assisted by quantum tunneling. Quantum tunneling is the ability of small
particles such as electrons to pass through energy barriers [90]. Enzymes have
been demonstrated to use quantum tunneling to transport electrons long distances (tens of angstroms) between redox centers during cellular respiration [89]
[91] [92]. Via quantum tunneling, we believe electrons harvested from inspiration may be transferred across energy barriers during the redox reactions we
have described.
5.1.1. Source #1: Redox Reactions in Lung Parenchyma
Aerobic respiration occurs in all cells of the body using oxygen to create ATP
[94]. Although this occurs in all cells of the body, there exists a much greater
oxygen concentration in the lung parenchyma during inspiration. The lung parenchyma consists of numerous thin-walled alveoli which create an immense
surface area allowing for effective gas exchange [95]. Each alveolus is surrounded
by numerous capillaries at which gases are exchanged by diffusion [96]. We
propose a source of electrical current that is part of the ATP synthesis process
which occurs on a timescale of tens of milliseconds [97]. ATP formation from
ADP and phosphate is an energetically unfavorable process [98]. In the endothelial cells of the capillaries and epithelial cells of the alveoli, glycolysis and the
citric acid cycle take place with exposure to very high concentrations of oxygen.
The products of this process are then used in the mitochondria for the electron
transport chain which has the function of producing a transmembrane proton
electrochemical gradient as the result of redox reactions [99]. The electron
transport chain consists of a series of redox reactions which transfer electrons
from donors to acceptors. We propose that electrons from redox reactions of
this chain escape the cycle and are transferred to tissues throughout the body as
electrical current. Because the oxygen concentration in the lung parenchyma is
so much more dense than in the rest of the body, a much greater number of
electrons are released there leading to the flow of current away from the lungs.
5.1.2. Source #2: Hemoglobin and Myoglobin Oxygenation and Oxidation
When oxygen diffuses into the blood at the alveolar capillaries, it is bound to the
heme group of myoglobin and hemoglobin [100]. When these heme groups are
oxygenated, they are oxidized, meaning they lose electrons [101]. It is this oxidation we propose as a source of electrical current (Equation (1)). Although some
of these electrons are transferred to oxygen forming super oxide, studies that
trace the electrons once they are removed from the ferrous cation of the heme
are absent. We assert they are distributed globally through transmission among
all tissues of the body and brain.
Hem – Fe2+ + O2 = Hem – Fe3+ – O2 + e−

(1)

5.1.3. Source #3: Hemoglobin Release of Carbon Dioxide
Just as red blood cells accept oxygen at the alveolar capillaries, they also release
carbon dioxide in the process of gas exchange. We assert another source of elecDOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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trical current produced at the site of gas exchange. When hemoglobin carries
carbon dioxide, it is referred to as carbaminohemoglobin [102]. When carbaminohemoglobin arrives at the lungs, the binding of incoming oxygen displaces the
carbon dioxide along with some protons [103]. We adduce that the release of
each proton coincides with the release of an electron. The leads to a significant
amount of electron release as up to 3 moles per day of carbon dioxide is released
via the carbaminohemoglobin pathway [103].
5.1.4. Source #4: Mechanical Generation of Current by Slowly Adapting
Stretch Receptors
The mechanosensory activity of stretch receptors in the lungs occurs when the
volume of the lungs expand [104] (Figure 3). Although highly speculative, we
have formed a conjecture that the mechanical energy from stretching receptors
is converted via a biological mechanism into electrical energy. We propose that
via such physical mechanisms, slowly adapting stretch receptors are another
source of electrical current. These inhibitory currents we describe may inhibit
the respiratory center upon sufficient lung inflation leading to deflation, thus
providing mechanisms for the central pattern generation for respiration. In addition, rhythms transmitted to the brainstem via action potentials may influence
activity elsewhere.

Figure 3. Activity of slowly activated stretch receptors. This image documents the activity
of slowly activated stretch receptors when lung expansion exceeds end-expiratory level.
Different types of these receptors activate in different patterns as shown; the top image
shows a receptor type which stays active during expiration while the bottom image shows
a receptor which only activates during inspiration. When expiration occurs, the activity
softens or ceases. In addition to the activity scene, we propose that these receptors generate electrical activity that is distributed throughout the body. Image from Mortola [105].
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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5.2. A Central Pattern Generator
In addition to the bodily and cognitive modulations by these respiratory electrical currents we have proposed, we assert they play a central role in the maintenance of the respiratory pattern itself, thus being part of its own central pattern
generator. This pattern occurs in a cyclical manner with each phase being a
phase of respiration, beginning with the harvesting of electrons from the sources
discussed (Figure 4). The electrical currents that spread throughout the body
then cause a slight hyperpolarization of all cells. This inhibition along with inhibitory currents from the stretch receptors influences the respiratory center
strong enough to cause the Pre-Bötzinger complex to cease its signals to the
motor activities driving inspiration; thus, the mechanism of the Hering Breuer
reflex is extended by our hypothesis beyond the stretch receptors. These inhibitory currents also inhibit the sympathetic nervous system and increase vagal
tone. We propound that through global hyperpolarization and then depolarization among expiration, they produce the respiratory rhythms that have been
identified in the brain, heart, and vascular tissues.
Once inspiration ceases primarily due to the inhibition to respiratory centers

Figure 4. Respiration generated electrical currents as a central pattern generator. This chart illustrates how respiration not only influences the body and membrane potential, but produces respiratory drive when it is
needed. Inhibitory currents produced upon inspiration affect the ANS, respiratory systems in the brainstem,
and rhythms throughout the body via hyperpolarization. Upon expiration, the currents cease and depolarization occurs, further affecting rhythms throughout the body and stimulating respiratory drive. Figure adapted
from Jerath et al., 2015 [87].
DOI: 10.4236/wjns.2018.84038
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in the brainstem, the diaphragm relaxes and due to the elasticity of the lungs, the
natural composure of the chest wall and abdominal structures compress the
lungs in a recoil effect [106]. Upon expiration, the global hyperpolarization of
cells begins to reverse as a mechanism of homeostasis. This depolarization causes the stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system, as well as having effects on
global oscillatory rhythms. The global depolarization then stimulates respiratory
drive, initiating inspiration and restarting the respiratory cycle.

6. Conclusion
We have proposed a novel mechanism which can explain the various entrainments on various bodily and neural activities by respiration. Electrical currents
generated by redox reactions and mechanical activity at the site of the lungs may
modify these activities via the global hyperpolarization of cellular membranes.
The sources of electrical current via the release of electrons include oxygen rich
redox reactions in the lung parenchyma through the electron transport chain,
redox reactions in the alveolar capillaries via heme groups, the release of carbon
dioxide at the site of gas exchange, and the potential mechanical generation by
slowly adapting stretch receptors in the lungs. Studies will need to be conducted
to validate this novel hypothesis. Studies may begin with monitoring electrical
currents in cells throughout the body in phase with respiration. No discussion of
this hypothesis has been published besides our own work. This hypothesis will
help to explain how different patterns of breathing have various, and instantaneous effects on the body and mind. Through these sources of energy, the incomplete theories of respiratory patterns which include the Pre-Bötzinger complex and the Hering Breuer reflex can be made whole. This proposition will also
help explain and form a more complete understanding of human physiology.
Finally, by describing physiological phenomena for theories of embodied cognition, more accurate models of how cognition occurs not only in the brain, but
also through the body can be developed.
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